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Einstein: … free electrons do not exist in metals at all.
Heisenberg:… electrons in metals were one proving ground for
quantum mechanics.
Abstract
Einstein was a quantum mechanics sceptic. [ei]
Heisenberg and the elite of physicists of the first half of the 20th century dissipated their
time with non-existing conduction electrons of metals. [HBE]
But the electronic gas according to Drude, Bloch, Fermi, Pauli and others simply does
not exist. Therefore the explanation of electrical conductivity in terms of the electron
gas is lacking the necessary foundation. The fictitious electron gas theory cannot
explain the speed of electricity, which is roughly < c, the velocity of light. The phase
velocity of an electron gas sound wave can never be the rationale for the speed of
electricity. Obviously, flowing electrons cannot push each other through the wire like
gaseous atoms can do. Recall that there are ions in the wire that slow electrons down...
Therefore there is no analogy between sound speed and speed of electricity!
The speed of electricity is that of a polarization wave.
Like in a capacitor, a voltage polarizes the metallic dipoles of the wire. The
propagation speed of the polarization depends on the dielectricity constant ε of the
material. ε depends essentially on crystal structure.
For carbon nano tubes polarization depends on
diameter and chirality. Diameter and chirality
determine Eigen frequencies. Eigen frequencies are
determined also by atomic mass A. Critical
temperature of superconductivity depends on atomic
mass (isotope effect).
Electrical conduction depends on crystal structure.
Because metallic bonding in terms of electron gas
and atomic ions is untenable, stability of metallic
lattice is only possible when there are genuine
(magneto-)elastic lattice bars. These magneto
elastic connection links consist of hydrogen (single,
double parallel or in series). Genuine lattice rods
are polarizable. The polarzation wave through the
lattice means electrical conduction. See the article
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on metallic bonding.
Not only lattice types (bcc, fcc …) must be distinguished, but also the (isotope) mass,
the constitution of the lattice bars and the occurrence of unpaired hydrogen’s in the
lattice nodes
The model of this electrical polarization wave is a torsion wave that is not only
localized in the wire but has its place also around the wire. Two electricity-carrying
wires interact. Action at a distance in a vacuum cannot do that.
There is no vacuum but a dielectric and diamagnetic medium that is the carrier
of electricity and magnetism around the wire.
In the wire the dielectric crystal lattice in company with the dielectric and diamagnetic
medium conducts electricity.
Wikipedia describes the figure: The top wire with current I1 experiences a
Lorentz force F12 due to magnetic field B2 created by the bottom wire. (Not
shown is the simultaneous process where the bottom wire I2 experiences a
magnetic force F21 due to magnetic field B1 created by the top wire.

(See also the article on the Hall effect. The Hall “current” cannot be
conceived as a flux of charge carriers…)
Introduction
Oersted discovered in 1819 the deflection of a compass needle due to an electrical “current”.
This was the discovery of the fundamental connection between electricity and magnetism.
Therefore an electrical current produces magnetism that generates a force on the compass
needle. Assume that between the current carrying wire and the compass needle is nothing — a
vacuum. Then if something in the wire exerts a force on the compass needle this force must
leap over the vacuum gap. This is the concept of action at a distance or distant force.
In order to avoid the impossibilities with distant forces the concept of magnetic field was
invented. When you switch on electricity the wire is accompanied by a magnetic field.
Electricity switches on magnetism. Switching on magnetism is only possible when there are
numerous elementary magnets that are aligned along magnetic field lines. Therefore a
magnetic field requires a carrier that is a discretely structured electromagnetic medium.
Switching on a magnetic field results in alignments of the elementary magnets. The magnetic
field exerts a force on the needle. The carrier for all electromagnetic phenomena was formerly
called aether.
The alternative would be that the magnetic field is an emanation out of the wire. This is
untenable. In other articles I argued that the so-called inertial forces are only explainable when
there is an electromagnetic medium and not a vacuum. Inertia is not inherent in the body but a
reaction of the aether due to acceleration of the body
Induction of electricity by a moving magnet
In 1831 Faraday discovered that a moving magnet toward
a coil of wire induces a voltage.
Hyperphysics
(/hyperphysics.phyastr.gsu.edu/hbase/electrical/farlaw.html)

shows cause and effect. When the essence of electricity (or
the voltage) means the propagation of a wave of
polarization then we have to explain how the changing
magnetic field induces a resonance in the polarization state
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of the metallic lattice of the wire. This is only possible when the magnetic field can act on
molecular magnets that have charges +, —, too!
The polarization wave
Regarding the polarization of a genuine metallic lattice that conducts elecrticity we must
distinguisch between
• the polarization of the rods and
• the polarization of unpaired hydrogen’s that are located at the lattice nodes.
Because it is assumed that the lattice bars of the metal consist of hydrogen’s that can oscillate,
these molecular magnetic and +,—, charged bars can be magnetically aligned and polarized
together. This is also the explanation how a magnet is capable to induce a voltage. The magnet
aligns molecular magnets in the metallic lattice.
At the nodes of the lattice reside unpaired hydrogens that react as molecular magnets. They are
elasto-magnetically bound and can oscillate. Because a hydrogen atom consists of + and —
charges, the alignment of the molecular hydrogen magnets is at the same time also a
polarization of charges.
And the propagation of a state of polarization is nothing else than electricity. For details see
the article on Metallic Bonding.

Magnetoresistance works the same way as magnetically induced electrical voltage does:
when a magnetic field is applied to a wire, the electrical resistance of it changes. Molecular
magnets and the charges of them changed positions….
There is also an electrical field due to an electrical current. The picture [BS]
shows the experimental mapping of the field.
The argument is that we cannot comprehend the nature of electrical
conduction in a wire when we restrict considerations only to the wire.

What does the electrical conductivity of the elements depends from?

There is no rationale for the delivering of valence electrons in order to achieve metallic bonding
and electrical conduction by valence electrons…
On no conditions the electron gas constitutes the electrical current, namely a stream or flux
of charged particles. Electrical conduction is not a transport of something along the wire.
The electron gas cannot be The Servant of Two Masters:
Bind together atomic ions and conduct electricity!
See Shenoy [she] for the complexity of electron conduction theory!

Nature has chosen the wave as a means of propagating states with a
minimum transport of masses and charges.
In a metallic wire charges vibrate and elementary magnets are aligned due to a magnetic field.
Imagine the metal as a 3D-mattress. In the lattice points are the cores of the atom, the linkage
between cores are made up of hydrogen atoms as bonds.
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Conjecture:
The hydrogen atom is composed of 4 elementary ring magnets with charges +—+— and is a
magnetic bar. The state of vibrating charges and aligning magnetic moments is propagating. The
propagating state is also a tension-state. A voltage sets up tension.
(In the kilo-Ampere range short “current” pulses generate a tension strong enough to break the
wire into pieces.)
The origin of the misconception of electricity as a current of electrons was Daniell’s DC
element. There are (slowly) migrating electrons in a wire. But there is also a propagating
polarization wave of electricity that phase velocity is roughly < c.
Below we show that the electric current is not a current of something but a polarization wave.
Electrical conductivity depends on crystal structure of conductors and not on the alleged
electron gas.
Simple refutation of conduction electrons
by measurement of the speed of electricity in coaxial cables
Speed of electricity in a coaxial cable is about (2/3) c, according
to conduction electron theory, it should be equal to the speed of
electricity in ordinary wires, namely ∼ c
The dielectric of coaxial cables is mostly polyethylene. It slows
down the electrical polarization phase velocity, which is the speed of
electricity. The alleged electron gas in the copper cannot explain this
fact... According to the theory of conduction electrons, both, the centre core and the metallic
shield of the coax cable should conduct electricity with the same speed ∼ c irrespective of the
polyethylene filling! Also, when the speed of electricity is explained due to a wave at the surface
of the metal, it should be c for both a coax and a non coax cable.
In fact, the filling reduces the speed of electricity!
This fact alone refutes conduction electron theory! According to current theory of electrical
„current“, the dielectric insulator has nothing to do with conduction... False!
Graph from wikipedia; wikipedia on coax cable: One advantage of coax over other types of
radio transmission line is that in an ideal coaxial cable the electromagnetic field carrying the
signal exists only in the space between the inner and outer conductors.
(Question: No field around the cable?)
Electrical conduction is not a flux of charges but a propagating state
of (dipole) polarization and its frequency (AC)
An electrical “current” in a loop causes a magnetic field and the loop acts like a bar magnet
with North and South Pole. This is a fact but the underlying definition of conduction current
I = dq/dt of electrons is untenable. The claim is that in a wire free electrons (“electron gas
cloud”) move and that moving charges define the current.
Electricity is a wave. The wave is the propagation of polarization. There is no electron current.
Polarization is due to the electrical field. Polarization propagates through the lattice of the wire.
The lattice consists of positive and negative charges as building blocks. The speed of electricity
is the phase velocity of a polarization wave that propagates through the wire and around the
wire. This polarization speed depends upon the relative dielectric constants of the metal:
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cP2 =1/ε0µ0 where cP = phase velocity of polarization, εr = electrical permittivity of the metal,
µr = magnetic permeability of metal.
Electromagnetic waves cannot propagate through a vacuum
Of course a genuine vacuum cannot have qualities like electrical permittivity ε0 and magnetic
permeability µ0. These qualities are qualities of something, namely of a dielectric aether!
Recall that the phase velocity squared of electromagnetic waves in the aether is:
c2 =1/ε0µ0
µ0 = 4π 10-7 H/m = 1.256 10-6 Vs/Am
ε0 = 1/µ0 c2 = 8,854...10-12 As/Vm
Recall that the wave impedance is
Z0 = √µ0 /ε0 = µ0 c = 4π10−7 N/A 2.99792458 108 m/s = 376,730 Ω
Wave impedance cannot be caused by vacuity or by space itself that is a relation and not a thing.
Below is an explanation of the impedance of the propagating polarization wave of
a conductor of electricity.
For the electromagnetic wave of light in the dielectric aether we have (c)2 = 1/ε0µ0.
Where 1/ε0 = 8,98755 109 [m3kg/q2s2] and 1/µ 0 = 1,0000031 107 [q2/kgm].
Therefore we obtain c2 ≈ 107/ε0 ≈ 9×1016 [m2/s2]
According to wikipedia:
the speed of electricity in an unshielded copper conductor
range 95 to 97% that of the speed of light.

Numerical example: We assume for the phase velocity of electricity in copper wires
cP = 0.97 c →
(cP)2 = 0.9409 c2 = 8,468 1016 [m2/s2]
This is the case when the permittivity of the metal (copper) = εr = 1,0628 ε0:
c2 ≈ 107/εr ≈ 9 1016/1,0628 [m2/s2] ≈ 8,468 1016 [m2/s2]
where ε0 = permittivity of “vacuum” = 1, which is a relative magnitude.
A capacitor works as a part of an AC circuit, therefore it conducts electricity.
It works also if there is no dielectric material with εr > 1 between the capacitor plates.
But: Vacuity cannot be bypassed by electricity. In reality the erroneously so-called vacuum is a
dielectric that consists of electrons and positrons and its permittivity ε0 = 1. The electrical field
polarizes the dielectric; the polarization wave propagates in the gap. If the capacitor works with
a material dielectric inside (BaTiO3 for example) the permittivity means permittivity of
dielectric material and electron/positron dielectric (aether) combined! One cannot “evacuate”
the space between the plates of the capacitor!
For barium titanate BaTiO3 that serves as capacitor material εr ≈ 104, cP ≈ c/100.
Capacitors conduct AC without a current of electrons
Conductivity depends on molecular structure. Metals are good
conductors, ceramics are poor conductors. Ceramics serve for
some purposes as insulators but in the true sense of the word they
are
poor conductors.
Empirical evidence that ceramics are conductors is the industrial application of ceramic
dielectrics for capacitors. Take for example an electrical circuit with a barium titanate (BaTiO3)
capacitor. The alternating “current” (AC) goes through the capacitor!
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Otherwise there would not be an electric circuit, electricity passes the capacitor…
Dipoles of dielectrics in a capacitor undergo polarization.
There is a propagation „wave“ of polarization states in the ongoing direction of the alternating
“current” (AC). Therefore dielectrics are conductors for AC. The current is not a flux of
„drifting“electrons but a propagation of a polarization state along the wire and the capacitor
dielectric.
Electricity is not localized in the wire alone. As we know, a magnetic field is around the wire…
The polarization wave of electricity is thought of to be a torsion (screw) wave, like light waves.
A textbook explains:
Effect of structure on the dielectric constant
... the more available polarization mechanisms a material possesses, the larger its dielectric
constant will be. .... materials with permanent dipoles have larger dielectric constants than
similar, non-polar materials.
,... among polymers, the more mobile the chains are (i.e. the lower the degree of crystallinity )
the higher the dielectric constant will be.
For polar structures, the magnitude of the dipole also affects the magnitude of polarization
achievable, and hence the dielectric constant. Crystals with non-centrosymmetric structures
such as barium titanate have especially large spontaneous polarizations and so correspondingly
large dielectric constants.
DoITPoMS, Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy, University of Cambridge
And: The BaTiO3 molecules don’t possess free (drifting) electrons which could constitute
an electrical current. But AC passes BaTiO3!
Recall that textbooks claim that free metallic electrons are the carrier of the electrical current.
By the way, there are no free electrons in a metallic wire and they are not necessary to conduct
electricity, see barium titanate, which conducts AC without free electrons!
Now You are prepared to understand the fallacies of textbooks concerning the function of
capacitors: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitor explains:
The non-conductive region is called the dielectric or sometimes the dielectric medium.
In simpler terms, the dielectric is just an electrical insulator.
Nonsense! Every LC (figure: feynman.bgsu.edu) circuit can only oscillate if the capacitor is a
conductor of AC. Obviously, that conductor part with area A is a bad conductor. But it functions
in the same way as the conductive metal wires of the circuit: The alternating current in the wire
changes the orientation of the +, - dipoles.
That means that the “current” is a propagation of a polarization state and not a flux of charges.
The same goes on in the dielectric when an alternating voltage polarizes the dipoles. Therefore,
in the wires and in the dielectric of the capacitor we have a periodic propagation of polarization
states and not a flux of electrons.
Note that “current” theory distinguishes between the conductor current of electrons in the wire
and the displacement current in the capacitor. Here it was explained that there is no difference:
In the wire and in the capacitor a polarization wave propagates, this is the
nature of electricity
Wikipedia further explains: ...
When there is a potential difference (voltage) across the conductors, a
static electrical field develops across the dielectric, causing positive
charge to collect on one plate and negative charge on the other plate
The plates of the capacitor are part of the circuit. There are not sees of +
(positron) or – (electron) charges at their facing surfaces.
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The molecules of the metallic wire contain no free positrons, from where they should appear?
Like in the wire there are alternating polarization states of the molecular structure due to a
potential difference.
The cause for the electrical field between the capacitor plates are not the Q+ or Q- seas of the
plates but the potential difference between the plates. The resulting voltage polarizes dipoles
inside of the dielectric.
Direct “current” (DC) in a capacitor
Charging a capacitor with DC means polarization of plus and minus charges. When the
maximum possible displacement of the plus and minus charges is completed, electrical
conductivity stops. Now discharge begins. Displacement of charges goes back; a de-polarization
wave is the result.
When completely charged, dielectrics block direct current (DC). But the dielectric breakdown
of air or “vacuum” = 3 MV/m.
Repetition: Because the capacitor works as well within a „vacuum“, there is no vacuum
between the plates but a dielectric! This dielectric aether consists of positive and negative
charges. Therefore we assume that the carrier of all electromagnetic phenomena is a dielectric
that consists of electrons and positrons.
Next capacitor example, see the graph: Oscillating charges in a capacitor
produce an electrical “current”. [paus]
It seems to be that the oscillating
charge represents the current of
charges! But the speed of
electricity would then be << c!
The oscillating charge causes
polarization waves (AC) of the
dielectric electron positron aether
between the plates and these waves have phase
velocity ∼ c.
By the way, the accelerated charge produces the
polarization waves, these waves are accompanying
waves of the electron. This phenomenon has nothing to o with the irrational duality of electron
corpuscle and electron wave!
Both the piezo electrical effect and the reverse piezo electrical effect show a relationship
between electrical tension and mechanical tension. A compressive stress on a quartz crystal
produces a voltage. On the other side the electrical field between the plates of a capacitor causes
a deformation of a quartz crystal. Deformations of the crystal result in displacements of atoms
and charges. The charges form dipoles. When forces compress the crystal like in the sketch, the
dipoles become twisted (not completely aligned) this way:
–>(+)(–)(+)(–)(+)(–)<–, and in the case of stretching this way: <–(–)(+)(–)(+)(–)(+)–>.
The result of the displacements and twists of charges is an electrical field, whose direction
depends on the sequence of the charge signs. The piezo effect is a disproof of the concept of
moving electrons, which allegedly constitutes the electrical current.
The magnitude of the piezo effect depends on the crystal structure. For example for NaCl
the piezo effect is small, for Zinkblende it is big because the charge distribution is capable
to swing out.
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The heat producing electron cloud by electron bangs into the crystal structure is incompatible
with the Wiedemann-Franz law which states the proportionality of temperature to the ratio of
thermal and electrical conductibility: 3(k/e)2 T = K/γ, where k is Boltzmann’s constant.
Also the Joule-Lenz law shows that there must be a non-mechanical relationship between heat
and electricity: δQ = I2Rdt = IU dt = U2/R dt, where δQ is the amount of heat that is produced
within dt. Recall also the thermoelectrical effect.
Around electricity carrying wires there must be an electromagnetic medium
The magnetic field of the solenoid is around the wire; therefore there must be a medium that
exerts the magnetic effects. The alternative would be a vacuum and some actio in distans.
Therefore we cannot explain electrical current without an electromagnetic medium, formerly
called aether. In fact, today “current” mainstream physics has no rationale for the explanation
of the conduction current.
The most important requirement for scientific electrodynamics is a theory that explains the
conduction current as an interaction of conduction wire and the surrounding electromagnetic
ether.
Vacuum physics is in a dead end. Recall that the unity “Ampere” is defined in terms of the
attractive force that acts between two wires conducting electricity. This force is explainable only
with the knowledge of the structure of the carrier of the electromagnetic field between the wires.
Otherwise only the unintelligible actio in distans can explain the effect.
According to the prevailing quantum theory metallic bonding is interplay of the free valence
electrons that constitute the so-called electron cloud and the ion cores of the lattice atoms.
The electrons allegedly drift in a random manner through the lattice of ion
cores. The bonding model explains metals as a lattice of ionic cores held
together by a gas of free electrons!
Skin effect: According to a recent theory the electrons travel on the
surface of the wire!
The electron gas cannot hold together the ionic cores that are repelling
each other!

Don’t misunderstand drifting electrons in
Daniell’s element as “electrical current”!
Voltage in Daniell’s element wire causes a
polarization wave with speed ∼ c.
Don’t misunderstand the current of slow drifting
electrons in the wire as electricity. This electron
flux exists besides of the polarization wave.
Considering a compact cylindrical wire, the electrons
be distributed along the surface of the wire, maintained
the batteries. Or are these also distributed inside the
wire?

can
by

It is not the topic of this article, where the electrons are flowing. By no means can the speed of
electricity (∼ c) be related to this electron flux. Considering electricity it is from the electrical
power station, it is not due to valence conduction electrons… The voltage could release metallic
surface electrons, but they are irrelevant for the electrical wave that propagates with ∼ c.
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In any case these electrons would be an effect of electricity and not the nature of electricity.
See [assis], graph from:

http://www.ps-chemieunterricht.de/jg12/ec/loesungst.htm

Electrical conductivity of metals
Free electron gas and energy band theory are per se untenable.
Free electrons do not exist in metals at all!
For more details see the article on metallic bonding!
Both models, the free electrons gas theory of Drude-Lorentz and the band model of Bloch et. al.
uses the basically wrong shell model of the atom which is the bed of Procrustes of QM.
Both models suppose for the conduction mechanism
(a) That electrical conduction is identical with electronic conduction which therefore can be
localized only in the conducting metal wire and
(b) That a vacuum surrounds and penetrates this wire that therefore cannot be an interactive
player with the metal wire.
Any modelling of a conduction mechanism by conduction electrons in a vacuum is necessarily a
failure because the electrical conduction takes place not only in the wire but also around the
wire and inside of the wire where current theory suppose a vacuum between electrons and
atomic ions.
In 1820 Oersted observed that an electrical current changed the direction of a compass needle.
Biot and Savart expressed this effect by a law. The real cause of the effect is an electromagnetic
field. This field is surrounding the wire and is part of the nature of an electrical current.
Also in 1820 Ampère showed that two parallel wires carrying electrical currents attract or repel
each other if the currents are in the same or in the opposite direction, respectively.
Because an explanation by an actio in distans is unintelligible, the electromagnetic field is a real
one and not a mathematical auxiliary device. The effects observed by Oersted and Ampère are
crucial experiments for the existence of a medium formerly called the ether.
Remember that for Hertz [hertz] the main question was to clear the essence and the attributes of
the space filling medium, the aether. According to Hertz the knowledge of the aether is the key
for the comprehension of gravitation, inertia and electromagnetism!
Again, the electrical current is neither the (slow) flux of the alleged electron gas of the metal
wire nor the (velocity of light)-flux of charges (which ones?) nor the superconductivity-flux of
the hypothetical Cooper pairs.
Conclusion:

There is no current or flux of something
Instead of a current we should think at a changing polarization state of a crystal lattice that’s
interacts with the surrounding electromagnetic medium (aether). Think for example at
electromagnetic longitudinal and/or torsion waves, the wire may be their conductor.
Till now we don’t know the true nature of electricity in its entirety.
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The alleged drift velocity of electrons in a wire
Most textbook authors define the electrical current as a flux (flow) of charges. Water flux is a
fallacious analogue for the electrical current: I ≠ Q/t.
In a metallic wire (or at its surface) the so-called drift velocity of charges is minute. In a hot
conductor the drift velocity would be even smaller. The claim is that the electrical conduction
has a velocity like light: c. Nobody has calculated a velocity c for an impact wave due to
colliding free electrons… There is no empirical evidence for the electron gas.
Let us compare the microscopic explanation for electrical conductance and Ohm’s law
according to the theory of moving valence electrons with empirical data. For the sake of
authenticity let us cite a university textbook
(Fitzpatrick, R., http://farside.ph.utexas.edu/teaching/302l/lectures/node42.html):
Consider a uniform wire of cross sectional area A and length L made of some conducting
material. Suppose that the potential difference between the two ends of the wire is V. The
longitudinal electrical field inside the wire is therefore E = V/L. Consider a free electron of
charge q and mass m inside the wire. The electrical field in the wire exerts a force f = qE on the
electron, causing it to accelerate with an acceleration a = qE/m along the direction of the wire.
However, the electron does not accelerate forever. Eventually, it crashes into one of the atoms
in the wire. Since atoms are far more massive than electrons, the electron loses all forward
momentum every time it hits an atom (just as we would lose all forward momentum if we ran
into a brick wall). Suppose that the average time interval between collisions is ∆t. Of course,
this characteristic time interval depends on the size and number density of the atoms in the wire.
Immediately after the electron hits an atom (at , t = 0 say) its forward velocity v is zero. The
electron is then accelerated by the electrical field, so v =(qE/m)t . The final velocity of the
electron is v = (q E/m)∆t, and its average velocity is vd = q E ∆t/2m.
In fact, on average the electron acts as though it drifts along the wire with the constant velocity
: this velocity is therefore called the drift velocity.
Suppose that there are N free electrons per unit volume in the wire. All of these electrons drift
along the wire with the drift velocity vd . Thus, the total charge which passes any particular
point on the wire in a time interval ∆t is ∆Q = qN ( A vd ∆t) . This follows because all free
electrons contained in a tube of length vd ∆t and cross sectional area A pass the point in
question in the time interval ∆t . The electrical current I flowing in the wire is given by
I = ∆Q/∆t =( q2 N ∆t/2m)(A/L)V
This equation can be rearranged to give Ohm's law, V =ρ IR,
where R = ρL/A, and ρ = 2m/ q2 N ∆t.
ρ is the resistivity of the material.
The conductivity σ = q2 N ∆t/2m. N varies with the number of valence electrons; ∆t depends on
the density of the metal lattice. Because q and m are constants: σ is proportional N ∆t
Na

Mg Al

Valence electrons
1
2
3
Density 103kg/m3
0.97 1.74 2.7
El. Conductivity 107 Sm 2,1 2,3 3,8
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Compare Na with Al: The number of drifting electrons in the Al-lattice is 3 times greater than for
Na because Al has 3 valence electrons, Na has only one. Al is 3 times denser than Na, therefore
the time interval between collisions is about 1/3 of that of Na.
If for Na σ is proportional to N ∆t then for Al we get: σ proportional to 3N ∆t/3. Therefore we
should expect that Na and Al have roughly the same electrical conductivity. But Al is a better
conductor than Na!
Next case study:
Rb
Valence electrons
1
Density 103kg/m3
1.53
El. Conductivity 107 Sm 0,8

Sr
2
2.63
0,8

Ag
1
10.5
6,3

Cs
1
1.88
0.5

Ba
2
3.5
0.3

Au
1
19.3
4,5

Compare Rb with Ag: same number of valence electrons, the density of Ag is about 7 times
greater than for Rb. (The bcc-structure of Rb is less densely packed than the fcc-structure of Ag.)
According to the theory of drifting electrons the electrical conductivity of Ag should be much
smaller than for Rb. The reverse is the case, Ag is the best conductor.
Then compare Cs with Au. Densities are about 1:10, but Au is not the poorer conductor, the
reverse is the case, Au conducts electricity about 10 times better than Cs.
Case studies show that electrical conductivity depends not on the number of valence electrons
and densities but on crystal structures. Below we attempt to discover this dependence.
Fictitious electron gas in metallic conductors not carrier of electricity
Energy bands of free electrons in metals – a hopeless invention
to save the appearances…

Diamagnetic, paramagnetic and ferromagnetic metals
Diamagnetism vs. paramagnetism due to crystal structures
Molecular properties

• Magnetic type, crystal structure

 see article No conduction electrons!

———————————————————————————————————
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The physics of capacitor dielectrics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barium_titanate

1: BaTiO3
The solid can exist in five phases, listing from high temperature to low temperature: hexagonal, cubic,
tetragonal, orthorhombic, and rhombohedral crystal structure.
All of the phases exhibit the ferroelectrical effect except the cubic phase. The high temperature cubic
phase is easiest to describe, consisting of octahedral TiO6 centres that define a cube with Ti vertices and
Ti-O-Ti edges.
In the cubic phase, Ba2+ is located at the centre of the cube, with a nominal coordination number of 12.
Lower symmetry phases are stabilized at lower temperatures, associated with the movement of the Ba2+
to off-centre position.
The remarkable properties of this material arise from the cooperative behaviour of the Ba2+ centres
Above 120°C, barium titanate has a cubic structure. This means it is centre-symmetric and possesses no
spontaneous dipole. With no dipole the material behaves like a simple dielectric, giving a linear
polarization. TC for barium titanate is 120°C.
Below 120°C, it changes to a tetragonal phase, with an accompanying movement of the atoms. The
movement of Ti atoms inside the O6 octahedral may be considered to be significantly responsible for the
dipole moment:

Effect of temperature on the dielectric constant
http://www.doitpoms.ac.uk/tlplib/dielectrics/temperature.php
For materials that possess permanent dipoles, there is a significant variation of the dielectric constant
with temperature. This is due to the effect of heat on orientational polarization.
Water -30 C (ice) 99
Water +100 C 55,5
Strontium titanate chemical formula SrTiO3. Its crystal system is cubic
At temperatures lower than 105 K, its cubic structure transforms to tetragonal.
SrTiO3 at + 25 C .... ε = 332
SrTiO3 at – 195 C ..... ε = 2080
At room temperature, it is a centrosymmetric paraelectrical material with a perovskite structure.
At low temperatures it approaches a ferroelectrical phase transition with a very large
dielectric constant ~104 but remains paraelectrical down to the lowest temperatures measured
We have already seen that the more available polarization mechanisms a material possesses, the
larger its dielectric constant will be. For example, materials with permanent dipoles have larger dielectric
constants than similar, non-polar materials.
For polar structures, the magnitude of the dipole also affects the magnitude of polarization achievable,
and hence the dielectric constant. Crystals with non-centrosymmetric structures such as barium titanate
have especially large spontaneous polarizations and so correspondingly large dielectric constants.
Conversely, a polar gas tends to have smaller dipoles, and its low density also means there is less to
polarize, therefore polar gases have lower dielectric constants than polar solids or liquids. The density
argument also applies for non-polar gases when compared with non-polar solids or liquids.
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As frequency increases, the material’s net polarization drops as each polarization mechanism ceases to
contribute, and hence its dielectric constant drops.

Frequency Dependence of the Dielectric Constant
All polarization mechanisms respond to an electrical field by shifting masses around. This means
that masses must be accelerated and de-accelerated, and this will always take some time. So we
must expect that the (mechanical) response to a field will depend on the frequency n of the
electrical field; on how often per second it changes its sign.
Citation from Föll: http://www.tf.uni-kiel.de/matwis
Consequence: The velocity of electrical conduction depends on frequency, too. Ligth is an
electromagnetic wave, its velocity must therefore depend on frequency, too.
The claim: c = const. is false.

Insulator, semiconductor, conductor
Conductors Li and Na will transform under pressure into insulating states. Nature
reported a pressure-induced transformation of Na into an optically transparent
phase at ~200 GPa (corresponding to ~5.0-fold compression). A conductor was
transformed into a dielectric with a six-coordinated, highly distorted doublehexagonal close-packed structure.
This is another proof that conductivity has nothing to do with a flux of electrons
but with the crystalline structure of the crystal lattice. In the case mentioned,
pressure transforms bcc structure into a highly distorted double hcp structure
that holds back the propagation of polarization.

A diamond at room temperature is an insulator. (Between the plates of a capacitor diamond is a
dielectric that conducts AC electricity! See our remarks on this topic.) Graphite is a conductor.
The physical properties of the carbon allotropies diamond and carbon depend obviously on
their crystal structure. Diamond is very hard and has a very high melting point due to its threedimensional carbon-carbon bonds structure. Graphite has a layer structure. There is a hexagonal
arrangement of the carbon atoms in each layer. Graphite is a stack of these layers. But also
graphite has a very high melting point because the strong hexagonal carbon bonds in the layers
must to be broken. Graphite conducts electricity.
Concerning electrical conductivity, what is the cause for the difference between diamond and
graphite?
The explanation of the prevailing theory is as follows: The carbon atom has an electronic
arrangement of 2 and 4. Two electrons form the innermost shell, which is like the shell of the
noble gas helium; therefore this shell is not active in bonding. The 4 electrons of the outermost
shell are the bonding agents. In diamond, each carbon atom shares electrons with four other
carbon atoms. Electron sharing is necessary in order to obtain the noble gas configuration of
neon that has the electronic arrangement 2, 8. Electron sharing also forms four single bonds;
this is the so-called covalent bonding. So, why a diamond structure does a not conduct
electricity? The answer is that there are no free electrons because they are privileged members
of noble gas shells. They are not obliged to conduct electricity but remain inert in their atoms.
Only high temperatures would produce a release of electrons. For example, glass at 500˚ C
conducts electricity.
The bonding in graphite is the cause for free electrons: In each graphite layer each carbon atom
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uses 3 of its electrons to form bonds to its 3 close neighbours. From the 4 electrons of the
outermost shell are 3 employed to arrange bonds, one electron remains unemployed. These
unemployed electrons form the electron gas, which makes possible conductivity because the
delocalised electrons are free to move throughout the sheets. (According to the octet rule in the
outermost shell are 8 electrons when covalent bonding occurs. Where are the 8 electrons
coming from?)
Strong bonds, stronger than in diamond, hold the atoms in a graphite layer together. The
distances between the atoms are in the graphite layer less than those in diamond. This indicates
that the bonds within a sheet are double bonds. If this were the case, the question arises from
where take the atoms the necessary electrons?
Let me now explain crystal structures and conductivity with an atomic model, which is not
made up of a nucleus of protons and neutrons surrounded by rapidly moving electrons (or
probability waves for the location of electrons, if you like it).
For graphite the 3 bonds in a layer are double bonds of 2 hydrogen atoms connected parallel.
This explains the smaller distances between the carbon cores in graphite layers. Between the
layers there are also connections. But graphite has a crystal defect: A carbon core of a layer is
connected with a carbon core of either a core of the layer ’at the back’ or of a core of ’the
anterior’ layer, not with both. The connections consist of 2 hydrogen in series. So between 2
layers there are only 50% of the cores, which are bridged by 2 hydrogen atoms in series to the
cores lying opposite.
A diamond is a very strong spatial configuration with hydrogen bonds. An electrical field
cannot polarize the charges of the hydrogen bonds. So the diamond is an insulator at room
temperatures. Graphite is a conductor because an electrical field causes polarization of the
charges of the weak hydrogen bonds between the layers.

CARBON NANOTUBES CAN BE EITHER CONDUCTORS OR SEMICONDUCTORS OR INSULATORS
AT TC = 15°K

A SINGLE WALL CARBON NANTUBE BECOMES A SUPERCONDUCTOR

Electrical conductivity depends on diameter and helicity
Explanation of electrical conduction as current of charges impossible
Diamond and nanotubes are two allotropes of carbon. The walls of carbon nanotubes are
composed of carbon hexagons. The tube can be thought of as a rolled-up flat sheet of carbon
atoms arranged in a hexagonal pattern. Carbon nanotubes are wrapped at many angles. Therefore
the tubes have a wide range of helicities, which mean the amount of “twist” in the tube. This
helicity or chirality is measured by the angle with which the flat sheets can be wrapped.
Carbon single wall nanotubes show surprising properties. They can be either conductors (like
metals) or semiconductors of electricity. For certain diameters nanotubes also become insulators.
The parameters that determinate the manners of electrical conductivity are the diameter and the
helicity of the tube. The conductance is in any case tuned by the amount of voltage.

http://www.chemsoc.org/pdf/LearnNet/miscon2/Spot_the_bonding.pdf

Concerning the Rutherford-Bohr atomic model with extra nuclear electron shells Carbon has
[He]2s22p2 orbital’s. In diamond the four outer electrons are valence electrons. Their duty is to
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form covalent bonds. The atom needs 4 more electrons from the 4 neighbour atoms for a stable
electron configuration, i.e. to reach the noble gas structure of neon.
Therefore in diamond 4 electron pairs are shared. There is no electron as a carrier for the
electrical current available: diamond cannot conduct electricity by electrons. How do the
covalent bonds hold the carbon atoms together? The claim is that every pair of the 4 pairs of
shared electrons is attracted to both neighbouring nuclei. For equilibrium also repulsive forces
are needed.
The carbon nuclei are positively charged because they contain 6 protons. When the distance
between 2 nuclei is 2r then the electrostatic repulsion is proportional to (6×6)(e/2r)2 whereas the
attractive force of the 2 shared electrons is proportional to (2×6)(e/r)2. Equilibrium is not
possible. A precise calculation should take into consideration all forces between electrons and
protons for a dynamical equilibrium. Nobody attempted do this!
Obviously this is only a static picture, some electrons orbit the nucleus. Or, if there are neither
orbiting electrons nor electrons at rest (according to Pauli) but standing waves, how covalent
bonds can be explained? In graphite each carbon atom uses only 3 valence electrons for covalent
bonding. The reason is that there are only 3 close neighbour carbon atoms in a plane. So for
graphite it is obviously not necessary to reach the noble gas shell! In graphite one electron of
each carbon atom is available to form the electrical current. If a shell electron is no longer a
constituent of the atom, the atom is positively charged. The carbon ions would repel each other
like in diamond.
Whatever the size of diameter or of chirality of the carbon nanotubes is, the manner of bonding
of the hexagonal structure is the same. According to current theory there is always one electron
per atom that can conduct electricity. So, why can a carbon nanotube become an insulator or a
semiconductor? This behaviour is not explainable in terms of the current theory of chemical
bonding. Compare the following attempt of an explanation: I quote from Physics News…
Whether a tube is a metal or semiconductor depends on the properties of the electrons in the
tubes. Specifically, it depends on how much energy the outermost or "valence" electrons in the
tubes need to become "conducting" electrons, which flow freely through the material. In metallic
conductors, electrical current generally flows freely and there is no energy gap between the
valence and the conducting states. In a semiconductor, such an energy gap exists and therefore a
higher voltage is needed to make electrical current flow.
Which physical properties depend on diameter and on helicity? Surely the Eigen frequencies of
the tube. Heat conductivity depends on the Eigen frequencies of the oscillating lattice. Electrical
conductivity in turn is connected with heat conductivity, the indications for that are the
Wiedemann-Franz law, the Piezo effect and the thermoelectrical effect.
An electrical field exerts forces on the positively and negatively charged constituents of the
bonds of the hexagonal structure. The effect of an electrical field is therefore a process of
polarization. The propagation of a state of charge polarization is the nature of electrical
conduction. Nature has chosen the wave as a means to propagate a state.
The polarization process depends generally on the crystal structure. Explanation: polarization
exerts forces on the building blocks of the bonds, therefore also mechanical vibrations are
induced that increase the temperature. Temperature is an induced effect of electrical conduction.
Vibrations of the crystal lattice re-act on the process of polarization acting as a brake. Therefore
induced mechanical vibrations cause electrical resistance.
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For carbon nanotubes the process of polarization depends also on diameter and chirality.
For a metal-like electrical conductivity of carbon nanotubes the polarization can easily propagate
in the direction of the axis of the tube. When the nanotube reacts as a semiconductor a higher
voltage is needed to make the polarization “flow”!
It is also possible that the diameter together with the “twist” of the tube create a lattice that
possesses a diamond-like electrical resistance. This means that the voltage cannot create a
propagating polarization state. Only a conjecture is that there is a standing resonance wave…
On the other hand for some materials heat conductivity can be possible when the heat set the
lattice into mechanical vibration.
Electrical conductance or resistivity depends obviously on the elastic and vibrational properties
of the carbon lattice.

Superconductivity
A semiconductor is a material that is an insulator at low temperatures. But some metals and
alloys show at temperatures near 0 Kelvin the property of superconductivity, they become
conductors without electrical resistance. Superconductivity is accompanied with perfect
diamagnetism.
Diamagnetism is characterized as the ability to repel a magnetic field. Perfect diamagnetism has
the susceptibility χ = —1 in the scale from 0 to —1. The QM theory of conduction electrons
conceives diamagnetism as follows:
Diamagnetism:
Results from rigidity of an electron wave function against perturbation by a magnetic field
interacting electrons.
And: Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer(BCS) → extend Cooper’s theory
→ construct a ground state where all electrons form bound pairs...
And: ….Electron-phonon interactions: responsible for resistance of metals and
superconductivity.
Excerpts from:
Neil Curson: PHYS3080–Part II Superconductors 2, neil@phys.unsw.edu.au See there for
details.
Because conduction electrons (and phonons) don’t exist, QM cannot define diamagnetism.
Above comparisons for different conductors show that diamagnetism depends on crystal
structure. But it remains an open question how molecular magnets are arranged and interact with
external magnetic fields....
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Table from www.superconductors.org
shows the known superconductive elements. Note that only single wall carbon nanotubes and
single crystals of C60 lose electrical resistance at low temperatures. It is astonishing that the good
conductors Au, Ag and Cu till now cannot become superconductors. Among the ferromagnetics
Co an Ni are (till now) not superconducting.

Primordial relevance of molecule structure
for critical temperature tc of superconductivity
Regarding bismuth Bi and gold Au, both metals cannot reach the state of
superconductivity. But the molecule Au2Bi is a superconductor!
All three molecules possess different crystal structure. Molecules with high critical temperature
tc show complex structures like the YBa2 Cu3 O7 ceramic superconductor. (Nowbody explained
stability and electrical conduction due to the electron superfluid or electron Cooper pairs…)
But there are metals with the same crystal structure but in part they show superconductivity and
in part superconductivity is not possible. Take for instance Al and Au. Al and Au, both possess
fcc structure. Moreover, their physical properties like unit cell dimension a, specific heat; elastic
parameters G and Y are in the same range. The rods of the crystal lattice consist of one single
hydrogen. Of course, the hydrogen atom content of the lattice nodes is different: The Al node
contains (27 – 6) = 21 H’s, the Au node contains (197 -6) = 191 H’s. Strictly speaking Al and Au
possess a different structure!
Different nodes do not affect rigidity or elasticity but for example the speed of sound, c.
The speed of sound is for Al 5.1 103 m/s whereas for Au c is only 1.74 103 m/s!
Explanation: c = λν, big nodes reduce wavelength and frequency. Suppose that c depends on the
mass of the nodes
c = 1/√M node: Al: c = 1/√21 = 0.218, Au: c = 1/√191 = 0.0724. The ratio 0.218/0.0724 = 3.01
the ratio of sound velocities is 5.1/ 1.74 = 2,93. The supposition of the influence of node mass on
sound velocity is confirmed. Now recall that there is an isotope effect for the critical temperature
at which the phase transition to superconductivity occurs: tc = 1/√M! We can treat Al and Au as
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isotopes. So, if for Al there is a critical temperature above 0 K, we can expect that the critical
temperature for Au is lower, namely roughly or less! So it can be
possible that one cannot reach the critical point by freezing.
The same considerations can be made for the non-superconductivity metals Ni, Pt, Pd, Cu and
Ag.
Regarding Rh and Ir, physical properties coincide, except rigidity. Bigger mass of Ir does not
affect velocity of sound, it is about the same for Ir and Rh. Critical superconductivity
temperatures tc
show big differences: Rh: 0.000325, Ir: 0.1125. What is the cause? Both, Ir (2.5) and
Rh (10 = 4 × 2.5) are paramagnetic. To make Rh diamagnetic, its temperature must be reduced
more than that of Ir. But the ratio 0.1125/0.000325 = 346 remains inexplicable...
Regarding lead, Pb, its structure is fcc but because of its big unit cell dimension it is assumed
that the nodes consist of two H’s in series. This explains that Pb is a poor conductor and its low
rigidity. Why Pb can be transformed to superconductivity? If there is thermal expansion then
there must be thermal contraction also. So “freezing” Pb can be accompanied by a contraction.
When at ambient temperatures the Pb fcc structure shows rods that consist of two H’s in series,
at about 0 K the rods consists now of two H’’ parallel. So at about 0 K Pb and Ir would be very
similar. Ir is a superconductor.
Fe becomes a superconductor at pressures between 15 and 30 GPa and at temperatures
below 2° K. High pressure and low temperature transform the bcc (body-centred cubic) structure
of Fe into an hcp (hexagonal close packing) structure. Simultaneously Fe loses its
ferromagnetism. (Shimizu, K., et al 412, 316 - 318 (19 July 2001)).
Conclusion: ferromagnetism is due to crystal structure.
Under extreme pressures also Li becomes a superconductor. At ambient conditions the Li lattice
has bcc structure. At pressures near 40 Gpa Li transforms from a face-centred cubic phase, via
an intermediate rhombohedral phase, to a cubic polymorph with 16 atoms per unit cell called
cI16 (see figure). This structure can be viewed as a 2 x 2 x 2 super cell of a body-centred cubic
structure but with the atoms displaced diagonally.
Quotation and figure from physicsweb: http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/15/12/3

Explanation of the figure:
Caption: Lithium becomes a superconductor when it is subjected to
pressures in excess of 23 GPa. Theory predicts that it remains
superconducting when it adopts the cI16 structure (above) at even
higher pressures. (M. Hanfland et al. 2000 Nature 408 174)
Recall that there are only 2 atoms in a bcc unit cell. Cs becomes
superconducting at Tp=12,5 GPA and at Tc=1,5 °K.
Cs transforms into a low symmetry orthorhombic phase with 16
atoms per unit cell.
Strong coupling of the atoms is probably the cause for superconductivity.
Note that zero electrical resistivity occurs only when a direct current (DC) is applied. When an
alternate current (AC) is applied the current does alter in direction and some losses will arise!
High pressure can induce superconductivity. That means that the transmitted electrical tension
or voltage is not accompanied by an energy consuming big oscillation of the lattice. But an
understanding of superconductivity is impossible without the knowledge of the ongoing
processes in the surrounding medium.
In a closed superconducting circuit there was a (frictionless) conduction of electricity for a
period of 3 years. Superconductivity of a material can be destroyed by two processes: one can
increase the electrical “current” I until to the critical point where the conductor shows again
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Ohm’s resistance or one can apply a magnetic field that produces the same effect. (Both methods
can be combined.) The superconducting state is therefore defined by 3 properties: critical
temperature Tc, critical magnetic field Hc and critical “current” density Ic. According to
electrodynamics there is a relationship between current and magnetic field. For instance an
increase in the current density will of course augment also the magnetic field that is experienced
by the superconducting wire.
Regarding the Meissner effect: the superconductor will exclude magnetic fields that come near
it. Therefore a magnet will float or levitate above the superconductor.
We can begin to understand superconductivity when we appropriately interpret the physical
process that follows the increase of the current I! A mechanical analogy can be helpful: Think at
some suspended balls that are in contact with each other. Now imagine an impact at the one side.
If we presuppose perfect elastic balls the last ball on the other side will swing out. The
consecutive impacts between the balls are thought of as without any loss of energy. This is a
model of thermal superconductivity.

Now let vibrate the ball that bumps against the resting balls. Assume that the frequency of that
vibration propagates in the row of balls. This propagation of impacts and frequency without
any loss of energy is a model for electrical superconductivity when the row of balls represents
polarized charges that are in a narrow contact which each other.
Important remark: Think not at electrons of the electron gas. Free electrons don’t exist in metal
lattices! There were attempts to explain superconductivity by linear chains of electrons or
(Lindeman, see [HBE]) by the electron solid: “the electrons in a metal may be looked upon as a
perfect solid” and this “electron space lattice can move unimpeded through the atom spacelattice”
A voltage applied shows a propagation of a state of polarization and frequency. One can
speculate that the occurring dipoles in a superconductor are accurately aligned this way
–>(+)(–)(+)(–)(+)(–)<– or this way: <–(–)(+)(–)(+)(–)(+)–>. Ohm’s law is not valid because
near 0° K there is no vibration of charges and therefore no thermal vibration. This propagation
of a state (erroneously called a current) works frictionless when the voltage is not too strong.
Imagine that in the mechanical analogue a too powerful initial impact results in a disorder of
the suspended balls: they lose contact and are set in irregular (thermal) vibrations. In a
superconductor an increased voltage may disturb the resting polarization state and results in
thermal vibrations of the charges. Superconductivity breaks down; in the following normal
electrical conductivity the voltage must now overthrow Ohm’s resistance.
As a result of the torques exerted on the elementary atomic magnets by an applied external
magnetic field the charges vibrate. Therefore we have thermal vibration, which brings the state
of superconductivity to an end.
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Conclusion:
In a wire at room temperatures the thermal lattice vibrations act as a brake for electrical
conduction. Electrical conduction is the propagation of a state of polarization and dipole
frequencies. Superconductivity means such propagation without any loss of energy due to the
disorder of thermal vibrations. Therefore superconductivity takes place when the lattice is in a
super-frozen state ore high pressure where the plus/minus charges are connected to a chain.
From the tables it is obvious that the critical temperature for the occurrence of
superconductivity depends on the crystal structure. For example for Nab the critical
temperature is at 8 °K whereas for Him it is at 0, 35 °K. Considering temperature dependence
of crystal structure (polymorphism) things get more complicated. So Al, Li and Fe have known
temperature dependent allotropes.
The so-called isotope effect for superconductors is an indication that lattice vibrations can
explain the superconducting process. Maxwell, Reynolds et al. found that the critical
temperature depends on atomic mass, which suggests that superconductivity is not an electronic
effect (= Cooper pairs).
TCU ∝ 1/√M
(Graph: Curzon, Neil, PHYS3080 – Part II
Superconductors 1, lecture notes
www.phys.unsw.edu.au)

Now what is the difference between a
superconducting material and a
diamond that is an insulator? In an
insulator the voltage cannot create a
propagating polarization state.
Carbon single wall nanotubes show
surprising properties. They can be
either conductors (like metals) or
semiconductors of electricity. For
certain diameters nanotubes also
become insulators. The parameters that
determinate the manners of electrical
conductivity are the diameter and the
helicity of the tube. The conductance is
in any case tuned by the amount of
voltage. Current theory of electrical
“current” claims that there is a flow of
conducting electrons that originates from the electron shell of the atom
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Which physical properties depend on diameter and on helicity? Surely the Eigen frequencies of
the tube. Heat conductivity depends on the Eigen frequencies of the oscillating lattice. Electrical
conductivity in turn is connected with heat conductivity, the indications for that are the
Wiedemann-Franz law, the Piezo effect and the thermoelectrical effect. An electrical field exerts
forces on the positively and negatively charged constituents of the bonds of the hexagonal
structure. According to my model any line of the hexagons is a hydrogen-bonding atom that
consists of positively and negatively charged building blocks. The effect of an electrical field is
therefore a process of polarization.
The propagation of a state of charge polarization is the nature of electrical conduction. Nature
has chosen the wave as a means to propagate a state. The polarization process depends generally
on the crystal structure.
Explanation: polarization exerts forces on the building blocks of the bonds, therefore also
mechanical vibrations are induced that increase the temperature. Temperature is an induced
effect of electrical conduction. Vibrations of the crystal lattice re-act on the process of
polarization acting as a brake. Therefore induced mechanical vibrations cause electrical
resistance.
For carbon nanotubes the process of polarization depends also on diameter and chirality.
For a metal-like electrical conductivity of carbon nanotubes the polarization can easily
propagate in the direction of the axis of the tube. When the nanotube reacts as a semiconductor
a higher voltage is needed to make the polarization “flow”! It is also possible that the diameter
together with the “twist” of the tube create a lattice that possesses a diamond-like electrical
resistance. This means that the voltage cannot create a propagating polarization state. Only a
conjecture is that there is a standing resonance wave…

Grain boundaries in high-temperature superconductors
The superconducting critical current density Jc across a grain boundary drops exponentially if
the misorientation angel exceeds 2 - 7˚. [Klie et. al.: Enhanced current transport at grain boundaries in
high- Tc superconductors. Nature, Vol 435, May 2005]

When the atoms are not at their ideal lattice positions, the
flow of the alleged carriers of electricity varies surely. But
that this flow drops exponentially is not explainable in terms
of the theory of drifting charge carriers and their effects. If
electrical conductivity is thought of as a propagating state of
polarization or (according to a mechanical analogy) as a wave
of impacts, then also small structural defects or disorders can
disarrange the propagation of the electrical state. The figure
(Göttingen university, Jooss group) shows a lattice distortion.
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Superconductive polymers
Although polymers are natural insulators,
especially molecular structures can impart
electrical conductivity. Long-chain
molecules of conductive polymers show
multiple double and triple chemical bonds
and fused ring structures, and are therefore
rigid. (Graph:
http://infochem.hanyang.ac.kr/researches/researches
_ptc_english.html)

So-called conjugated polymers behave as
semiconductors. There are also
superconducting polymers.
It was also found that straight threads of
polymers conduct electricity better than
wavy threads. Polymers are further
indications that the mechanism of conduction is not electron-mediated!

———————————————————————————
History of electricity
Wheatstone: no current from + to —
That there is no current of something from + to – was empirical evidence in the early
nineteenth century. Wheatstone showed that in an electricity conducting copper wire the
electricity propagates simultaneously from + and from – to the middle of the wire. It is the
electrical field that propagates and not electrons.
The sketch shows the experimental set-up of Wheatstone. The
copper wire was 6 miles long. It was interrupted near the + and
– poles and in the middle. When switching on, the two sparks
near the + and the – appeared simultaneously whereas the spark
in the middle of the wire appeared later. If there were a current
from + to –, one would expect the first spark near the + pole,
the second one in the middle of the wire and the last spark at
the – pole.
Unfortunately the original paper of Wheatstone is not available.
I found the description of his experiment in an old physics
book. [zimm] Therefore I cannot describe precisely the
experimental set up.
In order to observe the sequence of the sparks Wheatstone used
a rotating mirror. He obtained for the speed of electricity
240.000 miles per second ( = 384000 km/sec).
At that time the speed of light was 40.000 miles.
But the essence of the experiment is that there is no current. Electricity, e.g. the electrical
field, propagates simultaneously from + and –!
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Wilhelm Weber’s electrical fluids
Quotations from:
First English translation (2007) of Wilhelm Weber’s
Determinations of Electrodynamic Measure, [
Treatise at the founding of the Royal Scientific Society of Saxony on the day of the 200th
anniversary celebration of Leibniz's birthday, published by the Prince Jablonowski Society,
Leipzig 1846, pp. 211-378.] http://www.21stcenturysciencetech.com
If we now direct our attention to the electrical fluids in the two current elements themselves,
we have in them like amounts of positive and negative electricity, which, in each element, are in
motion in an opposing fashion. This simultaneous opposite motion of positive and negative
electricity, as we are accustomed to assume it in all parts of a linear conducting wire,
admittedly
cannot exist in reality, yet can be viewed for our purposes as an ideal motion, which, in the
cases we are considering, where it is simply a matter of actions at occurring motions in relation
to all the actions to be taken into account, and thereby has the advantage, of subjecting itself
better to calculation. Page 83
The electrical fluids, when they are moved in ponderable bodies, cause reciprocal actions on
the part of the molecules phenomena arise. page 1

Appendix:
Between capacitor plates NaCl is a dieletric but there are no valence electrons as carriers
of an AC electrical current
In an electrical circuit, NaCl as the dielectric between the capacitor plates obviously conducts
an AC.
Why are ionic materials like NaCl under normal circumstances electricalally insulative?
Textbooks explain: When a voltage is applied to NaCl, entire Na+ or Cl- -ions must move to
cause a current to flow. Obviously these are two currents. And because the movement is slow,
electrical conductivity is poor.
A new trouble arises when the valence electron was not definitively transferred from the Na
atom to the Cl atom, and therefore it exists only a probability for it to stay either at Na or Cl or
between the two!

•
•
Na+
ClProbability function ψ*ψ for the valence electron [brö]
The introduction of this ad hoc hypothesis shows a fatal consequence: If some of the electrons
can be also between the ions Na+ and Cl- then they work as a charge carriers for an electrical
current (according to current theory of the nature of the electrical current). If a voltage is
applied the valence electrons move! This implies that these valence electrons cannot serve as a
means to produce ionic bonding. We have moving electrons and moving ions. Therefore a
voltage would conduct electrons and melt the NaCl crystal. No such things can be observed!
(NaCl conducts electricity at temperatures of about 500˚ Celsius.)
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Here we can see how the doctrine of probabilistic quantum mechanics confuses the explanation
of ionic bonding and the insulative behaviour of salts.
—————————————————————————————————————
Ohm’s law can be interpreted as a relation of
oscillating charges, resistance and electrical
tension: I = Qν = (A/l ρ)U, where ν [1/sec] is a
frequency, A is the sectional area and l is the
length of the conducting wire, ρ is the electrical
resistance constant of the specific metal. This is
an empirical formula. The factor ρ represents our state of ignorance regarding the true nature
of the processes of electricity in the wire and around the wire. So the current is not a current
but a state of charge oscillation and this state may have a propagation velocity.
————————————————————————————————————

Biefeld-Braun Effect:

Polarization of capacitor charges exerts a
force on the capacitor
The force is directed toward the positive pole of the capacitor
Biefeld –Braun effect explainable only in terms of a dielectric aether!
The propagation of polarization can be thought of as a screw that acts upon the capacitor. The
polarization is directed from (+ ) to (—).
An analogy is a corkscrew with clockwise rotation. It extracts the cork. The friction between
the cork and the bottle must be overpowered. The cork in the analogy represents the capacitor.
Of course, the Biefeld-Braun-effect is not explainable when the capacitor is located in a
vacuum. There must be something that represents the bottle in the analogy! It is the dielectric
aether!
(Figures: www.borderland.de; www.antigravitypower.tripod.com/exper2)
Remember that for Maxwell the stored energy in a capacitor was stored in the stretching of the
atoms of ether that exists between plates. The capacitor is the analogue of an elastic spring
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